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Reason and Responsibility 2008 contains readings that cover centuries of thought and
wisdom this book includes various issues in metaphysics epistemology philosophy of
religion philosophy of mind and ethics
Reason and Responsibility: Readings in Some Basic Problems of Philosophy 2016-01-01
reason and responsibility readings in some basic problems of philosophy 16th edition
has a well earned reputation for clarity and breadth with a selection of high
quality readings that cover centuries of philosophical debate the anthology covers
the central issues in metaphysics epistemology philosophy of religion philosophy of
mind and ethics as well as debates over the value of philosophy and the meaning of
life the book is clearly organized the readings complement each other guiding you
through contrasting positions on key philosophical issues clear concise
introductions provide reading tips and background information to help you engage
directly and meaningfully with the primary sources important notice media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version
Collective Responsibility 1992-10-27 this anthology presents the best recent
philosophical analyses of moral political and legal responsibility of groups and
their members motivated by reflection on such events as the holocaust the exploding
ford pintos the my lai massacre and apartheid in south africa the essays consider
two important questions what collective efforts could have prevented these large
scale social harms and is some group to blame and if so how is blame to be
apportioned contributors
Action and Responsibility 2006-01-27 this book is an exploration of what it takes
for an event to count as an action i first became interested in this topic nearly a
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decade ago while working on a different topic i kept coming across philosophers
making claims about the nature of action that seemed false or at least dubious to me
as a consequence i turned to the philosophy of action directly to get to the heart
of the matter i have wrestled with this territory ever since i hope that with this
book i have finally earned the intuitions that put me at odds with the philosophers
i was originally reading this book develops ideas in part two of my doctoral
dissertation which i wrote at queen s university in kingston ontario canada i loved
being at queen s for both professional and personal reasons my thanks go to the
social sciences and humanities research council of canada for financial support as a
doctoral candidate steve leighton and ronald de sousa were readers for my
dissertation they provided some early and invaluable challenges to the ideas
developed here my deepest debt of gratitude is owed to david bakhurst my supervisor
i learned a lot from david this book would not be the same without his help
Reason and Responsibility 2013-01-01 this best selling text has long been the
standard by which other introductory philosophy anthologies are judged reason and
responsibility 15e international edition provides a comprehensive anthology of high
quality primary readings organized topically and drawn from historical and
contemporary sources the scope of the text s readings 89 in all covers the central
issues in metaphysics epistemology philosophy of religion philosophy of mind and
ethics each section has been updated and expanded for this edition including the
section on the nature of knowledge which now includes material on the value of
knowledge it also upholds the anthology s traditional emphasis on high quality
translations and full length articles newly revised concise introductions provide
students with reading tips and background information that allow them to engage
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directly and meaningfully with the primary sources with reason and responsibility
readings in some basic problems of philosophy 15e international edition you don t
have to spend valuable time assembling material for your introductory philosophy
class this proven collection offers a comprehensive selection of essential engaging
readings that instructors have turned to for decades
Doing & Deserving 1970 edmund burke modernity politics and aesthetics examines the
philosophy of burke in view of its contribution to our understanding of modernity
stephen k white argues that burke shows us how modernity engenders an implicit
forgetfulness of human finitude white illustrates this theme by showing how burke s
political thought his judgment of the modern system of morality and policy and its
taste for a false sublime are structured by his aesthetics
Professional Ethics and Social Responsibility 1994 the paperbound edition of a 1987
work which began a series on ethics in economics and business may argues that the
structure of social groups influences the behavior of their members and that groups
should be given different moral status from individuals he discusses mobs
corporations and other groups in terms of collective action responsibility and
rights annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or
The Morality of Groups 1987 it is well over a decade since john fischer and mark
ravizza and before them jay wallace and daniel dennett defended responsibility from
the threat of determinism but defending responsibility from determinism is a
potentially endless and largely negative enterprise it can go on for as long as
dissenting voices remain and although such work strengthens the theoretical
foundations of these theories it won t necessarily build anything on top of those
foundations nor will it move these theories into new territory or explain how to
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apply them to practical contexts to this end the papers in this volume address these
more positive challenges by exploring how compatibilist responsibility theory can be
extended and or applied in a range of practical contexts for instance how is the
narrow philosophical concept of responsibility that was defended from the threat of
determinism related to the plural notions of responsibility present in everyday
discourse and how might this more fine grained understanding of responsibility open
up new vistas and challenges for compatibilist theory what light might compatibilism
shed and what light might be shed upon it by political debates about access to
public welfare in the context of responsibility for one s own health and by legal
debates about the impact of self intoxication on responsibility does compatibilist
theory which was originally designed to cater for analysis of individual actions
scale to scenarios that involve group action and collective responsibility e g for
harms due to human induced climate change this book s chapters deal with a range of
theoretical problems discussed in classic compatibilist literature e g the
relationship between responsibility and capacity the role of historical tracing in
discounting the exculpatory value of incapacities and the justifiability of
retributive punishment but instead of motivating their discussions by focusing on
the alleged threat that determinism poses to responsibility these chapters authors
have animated their discussions by tackling important practical problems which crop
up in contemporary debates about responsibility
Moral Responsibility 2011-08-17 this brief text is designed to assist students with
no previous formal background in writing philosophy papers contents includes topic
selection outlines and drafts proper and improper quotation argument development and
evaluation principles of good writing style and logic
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Doing Philosophy 1997 global poverty and responsibility duties of beneficence duties
of redress duties of institutional justice responsibilities of affluent individuals
Individual and Collective Responsibility 1998 clear and concise this brief text is
designed to assist introductory philosophy students who have no prior experience in
writing philosophy papers contents include topic selection outlines drafts proper
and improper quotation argument development and evaluation principles of good
writing style criteria for grading student papers and a review of common grammatical
and dictional errors in addition the book devotes several chapters to basic concepts
in logic which have proven invaluable for philosophy students in the course of
critically considering and writing about the ideas and arguments they encounter
important notice media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version
Global Poverty and Individual Responsibility 2009 dealing with a diverse set of
problems in practical and theoretical ethics these fourteen essays three of them
previously unpublished reconfirm joel feinberg s leading position in the field of
legal philosophy with a clarity and humor that will be familiar to readers of his
other works feinberg writes on topics including wrongful life suits in the law of
torts or whether there is any sense in the remark that a person is so badly off that
he would be better off not existing at all the morality of abortion educational
options free expression civil disobedience and the duty of easy rescue in criminal
law he continues with a three part defense of moral rights in the abstract a
discussion of voluntary euthanasia and an inquiry into arguments of various kinds
for not granting legal rights in enforcement of a person s acknowledged moral rights
this collection concludes with two essays dealing with concepts used in appraising
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the whole of a person s life absurdity and self fulfillment and their interplay
Doing Philosophy 2007-03-06 this book provides a comprehensive systematic theory of
moral responsibility the authors explore the conditions under which individuals are
morally responsible for actions omissions consequences and emotions the leading idea
in the book is that moral responsibility is based on guidance control this control
has two components the mechanism that issues in the relevant behavior must be the
agent s own mechanism and it must be appropriately responsive to reasons the book
develops an account of both components the authors go on to offer a sustained
defense of the thesis that moral responsibility is compatible with causal
determinism
The Moral Responsibility of Collectives 1982 a provocative and lucid defense of
retributivism against several long standing criticisms the author explores the
matter of reparations for past wrongs in the case of crimes committed against native
americans by the united states government unequaled in its depth and scope of
discussion the book delves deeply into particular concerns with retributivism
responsibility and certain areas of compensation
Freedom and Fulfillment 2020-09-01 the terrorist threat remains a disturbing issue
for the early 1990s this book explores whether terrorism can ever be morally
justifiable and if so under what circumstances professor burleigh taylor wilkins
suggests that the popular characterisation of terrorists as criminals fails to
acknowledge the reasons why terrorists resort to violence it is argued that
terrorism cannot be adequately understood unless the collective responsibility of
organised groups such as political states for wrongs allegedly done against the
groups which the terrorists represent is taken into account terrorism and collective
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responsibility provides an analysis of various models of collective responsibility
and it takes into account recent discussions of military responsibility and business
ethics the book also explores the problems that terrorism poses for the just war
tradition the arguments of prominent philosophers against terrorism are critically
examined and the claim that terrorism necessarily violates the rights of innocent
persons is considered wilkins sets forth an original definition of terrorism that is
sure to provoke controversy
Responsibility and Control 1999-10-13 offense to others is the second volume of joel
feinberg s magisterial work the moral limits of criminal law a four volume work that
addresses the question what kinds of conduct may the state make criminal without
infringing on the moral autonomy of ind
Responsibility 1975 this leading anthology contains essays and cases written by some
of the most influential figures in legal philosophy representing the major
theoretical positions in the field its primary focus is to relate traditional themes
of legal philosophy to the concerns of modern society in a way that invigorates the
former and illuminates the latter this classic text is distinguished by its clarity
and accessibility balance of topics balance of positions on controversial questions
topical relevance imaginative use of cases and stories and the inclusion of only
lightly edited or untouched legal classics this revision is distinguished by its
inclusion of new material on law and economics international law distributive
justice religion and freedom of expression feminist legal theory and critical race
theory as well as a greater emphasis on concrete legal problems
Responsibility and Punishment 2006-07-10 a provocative and lucid defense of
retributivism against several long standing criticisms the author explores the
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matter of reparations for past wrongs in the case of crimes committed against native
americans by the united states government unequaled in its depth and scope of
discussion the book delves deeply into particular concerns with retributivism
responsibility and certain areas of compensation
Terrorism and Collective Responsibility 2003-05-20 since it may seem strange for a
new series to begin with volume 3 a word of explanation is in order the series
philosophy and technology inaugurated in this form with this volume is the official
publication of the society for philosophy technology approximately one volume each
year is tobe published alternating between proceedings volumes taken from
contributions to biennial international conferences of the society and miscellaneous
volumes with roughly the character of a professional society journal the forerunners
of the series in its present form were two proceedings volumes philosophy and
technology 1983 edited by paul t durbin and friedrich rapp and philosophy and
technology information technology and computers in theory and practice 1986 edited
by carl mitcham and alois huning both published as volumes 80 and 90 respectively in
the series boston studies in the philosophy of science the society for philosophy
technology now more than ten years old is devoted to the promotion of philosophical
schalarship that deals in one way or another with technology and technological
society philosophical scholarship is interpreted broadly as including contribu tions
from any and all perspectives the one requirement is that the schalarship be sound
and all contributions to the series are subject to rigorous blind refereeing
technology the other half of the philos ophy and technology pairing is also
construed broadly
Offense to Others. The Moral Limits of the Criminal Law 1988 this 1994 volume
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contains fifteen essays by leading philosophers exploring themes developed in the
work of joel feinberg
Philosophy of Law 2014 this text brings together contributions from 18 of the world
s foremost legal and political philosophers to examine the lasting influence of h l
a hart the essays explore the major subjects of hart s work general jurisprudence
criminal responsibility rights justice causation and the foundations of liberalism
Responsibility and Punishment 2013-03-14 examines responsibility and luck as these
issues arise in tort law criminal law and distributive justice
Reason and Responsibility 1965 the oxford handbook of moral responsibility is a
collection of 33 articles by leading international scholars on the topic of moral
responsibility and its main forms praiseworthiness and blameworthiness the articles
in the volume provide a comprehensive survey on scholarship on this topic since 1960
with a focus on the past three decades articles address the nature of moral
responsibility whether it is fundamentally a matter of deserved blame and praise or
whether it is grounded anticipated good consequences such as moral education and
formation or whether there are different kinds of moral responsibility they examine
responsibility for both actions and omissions whether responsibility comes in
degrees and whether groups such as corporations can be responsible the traditional
debates about moral responsibility focus on the threats posed from causal
determinism and from the absence of the ability to do otherwise that may result the
articles in this volume build on these arguments and appraise the most recent
developments in these debates philosophical reflection on the personal relationships
and moral responsibility has been especially intense over the past two decades and
several articles reflect this development other chapters take up the link between
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blameworthiness and attitudes such as moral resentment and indignation while others
explore the role that forgiveness and reconciliation play in personal relationships
and responsibility the range of articles in this volume look at moral responsibility
from a range of perspectives and disciplines explaining how physics neuroscience and
psychological research on topics such as addiction and implicit bias illuminate the
ways and degrees to which we might be responsible
Technology and Responsibility 2013-03-09 in this lively and accessible book matt
matravers considers the role of responsibility in politics morality and the law in
recent years responsibility has taken a central place in our lives in politics both
tony blair and george w bush have claimed that individual responsibility is at the
centre of their policy agendas in morality and the law it seems just that people
should be rewarded or punished only for things for which they are responsible yet
responsibility is a hotly contested concept some philosophers claim that it is
impossible while others insist on both its possibility and importance this debate
has become increasingly technical in the philosophical literature but it is seldom
connected to our practices of politics and the law matravers asks what are we doing
when we hold people responsible in deciding questions of distributive justice or of
punishment by addressing this question he not only shows how philosophy can help in
thinking about current political and legal controversies but also how we can keep
hold of the idea of responsibility in an age in which we are increasingly impressed
by the roles of genetics and environment in shaping us and our characters
In Harm's Way 1994-06-24 the concept of causation is fundamental to ascribing moral
and legal responsibility for events yet the relationship between causation and
responsibility remains unclear what precisely is the connection between the concept
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of causation used in attributing responsibility and the accounts of causal relations
offered in the philosophy of science and metaphysics how much of what we call causal
responsibility is in truth defined by non causal factors this book argues that much
of thelegal doctrine on these questions is confused and incoherent and offers the
first comprehensive attempt since hart and honoré to clarify the philosophical
background to the legal and moral debates the book first sets out the place of
causation in criminal and tort law and outlines the metaphysics presupposed by the
legal doctrine it then analyses the best theoretical accounts of causation in the
philosophy of science and metaphysics and using these accounts criticises many of
the core legal concepts surrounding causation such as intervening causation
forseeability of harm and complicity it considers and rejects the radical proposals
to eliminate the notion of causation from law byusing risk analysis to attribute
responsibility the result of the analysis is a powerful argument for revising our
understanding of the role played by causation in the attribution of legal and moral
responsibility
The Legacy of H.L.A. Hart 2008 packing his case with moral argument and relevant
facts angelo corlett offers the most comprehensive defense to date in favor of
reparations for african americans and american indians as corlett see it the heirs
of oppression are both the descendants of the oppressors and the descendants of
their victims corlett delves deeply into the philosophically related issues of
collective responsibility forgiveness and apology and reparations as a human right
in ways that no other book or article to date has done he recommends specific
policies and tests the basic arguments of this book with a lengthy chapter
considering several objections to the line of reasoning grounding the project
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Equality, Responsibility, and the Law 2001-03-12 osar is a forum for outstanding new
work in an area of vigorous and broad ranging debate in philosophy and beyond what
is involved in human action can philosophy and science illuminate debate about free
will how should we answer questions about responsibility for action this volume
focuses on non ideal agency and responsibility
The Oxford Handbook of Moral Responsibility 2022 this book is the product of a major
british academy symposium held in 2007 to mark the centenary of the birth of h l a
hart the most important legal philosopher and one of the most important political
philosophers of the twentieth century the book brings together contributions from
seventeen of the world s foremost legal and political philosophers who explore the
many subjects in which hart produced influential work each essay engages in an
original analysis of philosophical problems that were tackled by hart some essays
including extended critical discussions of his major works the concept of law
punishment and responsibility causation in the law and law liberty and morality all
the main topics of hart s philosophical writings are featured general jurisprudence
and legal positivism criminal responsibility and punishment theories of rights
toleration and liberty theories of justice and causation in the law
Custom Introduction to Philosophy - Randolph College 2014-05-27 this book develops a
novel approach to distributive justice by building a theory based on a concept of
desert as a work of applied political theory it presents a simple but powerful
theoretical argument and a detailed proposal to eliminate unmerited inequality
poverty and economic immobility speaking to the underlying moral principles of both
progressives who already support egalitarian measures and also conservatives who
have previously rejected egalitarianism on the grounds of individual freedom
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personal responsibility hard work or economic efficiency by using an agnostic
flexible data driven approach to isolate luck and ultimately measure desert this
proposal makes equal opportunity initiatives both more accurate and effective as it
adapts to a changing economy it grants to each individual the freedom to genuinely
choose their place in the distribution it provides two policy variations that are
perfectly economically efficient and two others that are conditionally so it
straightforwardly aligns outcomes with widely shared fundamental moral intuitions
lastly it demonstrates much of the above by modeling four policy variations using 40
years of survey data from the panel study of income dynamics
Responsibility and Justice 2013-04-24 this is the third volume of joel feinberg s
highly regarded the moral limits of the criminal law a four volume series in which
feinberg skillfully addresses a complex question what kinds of conduct may the state
make criminal without infringing on the moral autonomy of individual citizens in
harm to self feinberg offers insightful commentary into various notions attached to
self inflicted harm covering such topics as legal paternalism personal sovereignty
and its boundaries voluntariness and assumptions of risk consent and its
counterfeits coercive force incapacity and choice of death
Causation and Responsibility 2010-07-15 the moral responsibilities of companies is a
philosophical analysis of the question of whether companies can be held morally
responsible for the harms they create and what implications such a view has on the
moral position of employees and shareholders in these companies
Heirs of Oppression 2010-11-16 a new framework for intermediary liability presents a
step by step framework for determining when internet intermediaries ought to have a
duty to act to prevent copyright infringement on their platforms and services
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Oxford Studies in Agency and Responsibility Volume 8 2024-03 drawing upon research
from a variety of disciplines this volume offers a systematic discussion of the
issues and assumptions of the corporate responsibility debate james j brummer
provides an extensive review of the relevant literature and develops a methodology
for treating specific problems of corporate responsibility illustrating its use in
actual practice the book also proposes a theory of corporate responsibility and
legitimacy that builds upon the concept of accountability and explores the relevance
of applying methods of study traditionally associated with the humanities to
contemporary problems of corporate ethics the author begins by addressing general
concepts and principles including types of corporate responsibility relations of
accountability models of the corporation and theories of institutional legitimacy
part two outlines the four theories of corporate responsibility the classical
stakeholder social demandingness and social activist theories and examines their
major premises and supporting evidence two chapters treat the specific issue of
plant closing or relocation in relation to each of the four theories of corporate
responsibility finally the author discusses collective and subordinate
responsibility paying particular attention to the concept of whistleblowing the
concluding chapter summarizes the corporate responsibility debate and analyzes
various models of accountability an ideal supplemental text for courses in business
ethics and public administration this volume is also an invaluable resource for
executives confronted with issues of corporate responsibility in their own
operations
The Legacy of H.L.A. Hart 2008-07-31 this book examines responsibility in grave
humanitarian crises focusing on the international community s collective
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responsibility to take action in such cases as genocide or ethnic cleansing the idea
of collective responsibility highlights how we would like to see the global level
primarily as something more akin to a community of peoples rather than as a society
of states in which other international and transnational actors operate since the
acceptance of human rights and in view of the atrocities of the holocaust and other
genocides we have realized that some things concern us all a realization that has
led to the development of the responsibility to protect r2p framework this book
focuses on understanding the international community and its collective
responsibility unlike the research frameworks put forward in other publications on
this topic the research model developed here does not distribute the collective
responsibility to particular actors instead it sets out how the burden should be
divided among those actors responsible in order to protect human security on a
global scale this book will be of interest to students of humanitarian intervention
the responsibility to protect international law peace and conflict studies and
international relations in general
Chance, Merit, and Economic Inequality 2019-09-11
Harm to Self 1986-07-24
The Moral Responsibilities of Companies 2014-10-06
A New Framework for Intermediary Liability 2023-03-02
Corporate Responsibility and Legitimacy 1991-06-24
International Responsibility and Grave Humanitarian Crises 2013-05-02
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